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Summary

Religious figures, the government, your parents—they all want to have a say in what you do between
your legs. I want to tell you it’s none of their business and that your body, your desires and your
ideas are yours alone. If they don’t like what you are, they are wrong.
—Rima, bisexual woman, Lebanon

I am a human like everyone else, and I have rights. I will defend those rights.
—Ahmed, gay man, Libya

Rima and Ahmed are not alone. Despite state-sponsored repression and social stigma, lesbian, gay,
bisexual and transgender (LGBT) people in the Middle East and North Africa are finding ways to
speak out. They are telling their stories, building alliances, networking across borders, developing
national and regional movements, and finding creative ways to combat homophobia and transphobia.

This report accompanies a series of videos produced by Human Rights Watch and the Arab
Foundation for Freedoms and Equality (AFE). The videos feature individual activists reaching out in
Arabic to LGBT people living in the Middle East and North Africa with messages of support and
encouragement. The report thus focuses on those parts of the region where Arabic is predominantly
spoken.

The report provides context for the videos, highlighting and detailing the existence of movements
that are making change in the face of significant obstacles, including criminalization of same-sex
conduct (and, in a few countries, gender non-conformity), arbitrary arrests and ill-treatment, forced
anal examinations, lack of gender recognition for transgender people, violence by state and non-
state actors, restrictions on freedom of expression and association, family rejection and community
stigma.

Activists in the countries that are the focus of this report must contend with state hostility, to
varying degrees. Many governments in the region reject the concepts of “sexual orientation” and
“gender identity” altogether. Faced with official intransigence, some activists choose to work outside
state structures: their activism focuses on community-building and attitudinal change. Others have
taken on their governments, successfully pushing for incremental change in various forms. For
example, in Lebanon and Tunisia state institutions have accepted calls to end forced anal
examinations, after pressure from local and international activists as well as treaty bodies. Iraq has
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committed to address violence based on sexual orientation and gender identity (SOGI-based
violence). In Lebanon courts have rejected an interpretation of “unnatural offenses” as including
same-sex sexual acts (although the relevant court cases have not created binding legal precedent).
In Morocco courts have convicted perpetrators of SOGI-based violence.

Progress can be painstakingly slow and marred by setbacks. As we were drafting this report, in
September 2017, Egyptian security forces went into overdrive, arresting dozens following the
display of a rainbow flag—a sign of solidarity with LGBT people—at a concert. They relied on a
“debauchery” law that had been used in the early 2000s against gay men and transgender women
and was revived with a vengeance following the 2013 coup, when the government, led by President
Abdel Fattah al-Sisi, appeared to embrace persecution of gays and trans people as a political
strategy. Even by recent standards in Egypt, the September crackdown—involving scores of arrests,
forced anal examinations, and a formal media blackout on pro-LGBT speech—was severe. But
activists demonstrate creativity and dynamism even in such challenging contexts, training LGBT
people on how to digitally protect themselves from police surveillance and entrapment and
galvanizing international pressure on their government, a tool which they employ cautiously, often
reserving it for human rights emergencies.

This report examines how LGBT activism survives under severe constraints, in repressive states and
conflict zones, in places where activists risk social exclusion, prison sentences, and violence by
security forces, armed groups, and even their own families. It also highlights creative approaches
used in less repressive contexts to gain public support, identify government allies, and mainstream
the rights of LGBT people in broader conversations about human rights and gender.

Several LGBT activists from the Middle East and North Africa expressed frustration, in
conversations with Human Rights Watch, at one-dimensional international media coverage
portraying the region as a black hole for LGBT rights. Such coverage fails to recognize the agency of
LGBT activists from the region, or renders them completely invisible. “We don’t want the image
anymore of just being victims,” Zoheir Djazeiri, an activist from Algeria, told Human Rights Watch.
“We want to speak about reality, speak about violence, but also to [show what is] positive.”

This report does not seek to gloss over the severe, pervasive human rights violations that affect
LGBT people in most of the Middle East and North Africa. Human Rights Watch has documented
many such violations, ranging from extrajudicial killings to mass arrests to censorship of pro-LGBT
speech, and will continue to do so. Rather, the report aims to capture the complexity of a movement
that is opening doors for LGBT people in the region, even as some governments seek to slam those
doors in their faces. In solidarity with LGBT activists in the region, it seeks to examine all that is
possible beyond victimhood.

 Methodology

This report was produced in close consultation with the Arab Foundation for Freedoms and Equality
(AFE). The report focuses on LGBT activism and LGBT rights in Algeria, Bahrain, Egypt, Iraq,
Jordan, Kuwait, Lebanon, Libya, Mauritania, Morocco, Oman, Palestine, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Sudan,
Syria, Tunisia, the United Arab Emirates, and Yemen. It is based primarily on Human Rights Watch
interviews with 34 activists working on the rights of LGBT people in these countries.

The report does not cover LGBT activism in Iran or within the majority Jewish community of Israel.
This is because the video project which accompanies this report video project, produced in
partnership with AFE is aimed primarily at Arabic-speaking audiences. The report thus focuses on
communities in the region where Arabic is predominantly spoken. The videos are available at:
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https://www.hrw.org/no-longer-alone.

Human rights activism is often part of a transnational movement, and this transnational dynamic is
reflected in the work of LGBT activists. While most were working in their countries of origin, several
had left for reasons of safety or in pursuit of opportunities, while others were engaged in regional
work or had a foot in two different countries. Thus, two people doing LGBT rights work in Jordan
were originally from Iraq, and two people originally from Sudan were working primarily in Egypt.
Six of the interviewees—from Bahrain, Kuwait, Iraq, Oman, Syria and Morocco—had relocated to
Europe for security reasons related to their identities or activism, although they continued to be
involved in work in the region. The breakdown of countries in or with regard to which the activists
were conducting the bulk of their work was as follows: Algeria (2) Bahrain (2), Egypt (5, two of
whom were also doing regional work, including in Sudan), Iraq (3), Jordan (5), Kuwait (1), Lebanon
(3, all of whom were doing primarily regional work), Libya (1), Mauritania (1), Morocco (4), Oman
(1), Palestine (1), Qatar (1), Syria (1), and Tunisia (3). Human Rights Watch was unable to identify
activists from Saudi Arabia, the United Arab Emirates or Yemen who were willing to speak about
their work.

The majority of the interviewees identified as lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, or queer, while a
few identified as heterosexual and cisgender (see glossary) but were deeply engaged in activist work
supporting LGBT people. One interviewee, from Bahrain, identified as gay but did not identify as an
activist; he spoke with Human Rights Watch about the relative absence of an LGBT rights movement
in Bahrain.

The report also builds upon previous research conducted by Human Rights Watch with LGBT
activists and other LGBT people in Lebanon, Tunisia, Morocco, Egypt, Kuwait, Iraq, and the United
Arab Emirates, and on Human Rights Watch’s previous reporting on violations against LGBT people
in the region, including the reports Dignity Debased: Forced Anal Examinations in Homosexuality
Prosecutions (2016); “It’s Part of the Job”: Ill-treatment and Torture of Vulnerable Groups in
Lebanese Police Stations (2013); “‘They Hunt us Down for Fun’: Discrimination and Police Violence
Against Transgender Women in Kuwait (2012); “They Want Us Exterminated”: Murder, Torture,
Sexual Orientation and Gender in Iraq (2009); and In a Time of Torture : The Assault on Justice In
Egypt’s Crackdown on Homosexual Conduct (2004).[1] It also relies on desk-based research,
including review of reports and websites of activist groups working in the region and studies on the
history of LGBT organizing in the region.

 I. Background

Legal Context

Most of the Arab states inherited strict laws against homosexuality from the French or British
colonial systems of justice.[2] Jordan (in 1951) and Bahrain (in 1976) did away with these laws when
they passed new criminal codes after gaining their independence, but other countries maintained
the colonial-era prohibitions, while sometimes modifying the language and the sentences.

In other cases, laws against same-sex sexual relations or transgender expression derive from a
particular state-sanctioned interpretation of sharia (Islamic law). Sharia governs Saudi Arabia and is
considered a principal source of law in many other countries in the region.[3]

Criminalization of Same-Sex Conduct

Laws across the region are far from uniform, although in most countries, same-sex acts between
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consenting adults in private are treated as a criminal offense. The annex to this report provides
more details on these laws, as well as citations.

Almost all Arabic-speaking countries in the Middle East and North Africa region criminalize forms of
consensual adult sexual relations which can include sex between unmarried individuals, adultery
and same-sex relations. In Bahrain, Iran, Egypt, Jordan, Libya, Mauritania, Morocco, Palestine,
Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Sudan, Syria, United Arab Emirates and Yemen, sex outside marriage
(zina) is prohibited including between unmarried men and women. This is sometimes done through
convoluted language, as in Libya, which describes sex outside marriage as “sexual assault upon a
person with that person’s consent.”[4]

In Algeria, Morocco, Oman, Tunisia, Syria, Yemen, and part of Palestine (Gaza)[5], laws explicitly
prohibit same-sex acts, with language that is gender-neutral or explicitly includes both women and
men. Mauritania’s laws also criminalize same-sex conduct for both sexes; sex between adult Muslim
men is subject to a sentence of “death by public stoning,” while sex between women carries a lesser
sentence.

Kuwait, Sudan, and part of the United Arab Emirates (Dubai)[6] prohibit consensual sex between
men, or sodomy.

Lebanon, Syria and part of the United Arab Emirates (Abu Dhabi) prohibit vaguely defined
“unnatural” sex: in Lebanon, “any sexual intercourse contrary to the order of nature,” and in Abu
Dhabi, “unnatural sex with another person.” These laws have been used to criminalize same-sex
relations.

Qatar, in addition to banning sex outside marriage for Muslims, provides penalties for any male,
Muslim or not, who “instigates” or “entices” another male to commit an act of sodomy or immorality.
The law does not provide for a penalty for the person who is “instigated” or “enticed.”

Several countries use gender-neutral “morality” laws to persecute people for consensual same-sex
conduct. These provisions can be particularly insidious because of their vagueness: they use terms
like “indecent” or “immoral,” without defining what falls into these categories.[7] Egypt is a serial
offender in terms of systematic use of such provisions against LGBT people: a law prohibiting
“debauchery,” initially promulgated in 1951 for the purpose of criminalizing sex work and then
replaced by Law 10/1961 on the Combating of Prostitution, has been used by the authorities since
the 1990s to prosecute homosexual conduct between men, resulting in hundreds of arrests.[8]
Bahrain has also used vague “morality” and “decency” provisions to harass and detain people
suspected of being LGBT, according to media reports. According to one report, 127 people were
arrested at an alleged “gay party” in 2011, some dressed in drag, in spite of there being no law that
clearly punishes being gay or dressing in drag.[9] In 2016, police arrested 30 people at a private
party at a swimming pool, accused them of being “the third sex,” and charged them with public
indecency.[10]

Iraq and Jordan have no laws that explicitly criminalize consensual same-sex conduct, and their
governments have not systematically interpreted other “morality” provisions to criminalize
consensual same-sex conduct.

Prohibitions on Expression of Gender Identity

Kuwait and the United Arab Emirates are among the few countries in the world that explicitly
criminalize gender non-conformity. Oman joined them in 2018, introducing a retrograde provision in
its new penal code that punishes any man who “appears to dress in women’s clothing.”



In Kuwait, a 2007 law criminalizes “imitating the opposite sex.” Under this provision, transgender
people have been subjected to arbitrary arrests, accompanied by degrading treatment and torture
while in police custody. As the law fails to define what “imitating” the opposite sex means, even
cisgender people have been arrested under the law. One man who was arrested and beaten in 2010
under this law told Human Rights Watch:

I don’t know why I was even arrested; I am a man, I even had a full beard at the time! … I was finally
released three days later after I was forced to sign a confession and promise that I wouldn’t imitate
women again. How many women do you know have beards?[11]

In the UAE, the federal penal code punishes “any male disguised in a female apparel and enters in
this disguise a place reserved for women or where entry is forbidden, at that time, for other than
women.” In practice, transgender women have been arrested under this law even in mixed-gender
spaces.[12]

In Bahrain, although no law explicitly criminalizes transgender identities, media reports refer to
cases in which people have been charged with offenses such as “indecent behavior” and
“encouraging debauchery” for wearing gender non-conforming clothing.[13] Bahrain’s parliament
debated a bill in 2016 and again in 2017 that would criminalize “anyone who looks like the other
sex,” but did not pass it.[14]

Prohibitions on Freedom of Expression and Association

While several countries in other regions have adopted laws prohibiting “promoting homosexuality,”
no such law exists in the Middle East and North Africa. However, in Egypt, a provision on
“incitement to debauchery” in the 1961 law on combating prostitution was used in September 2017
against young people suspected of raising the rainbow flag at a Mashrou’ Leila concert, and against
other people who were prosecuted after using gay dating apps or chat rooms. Two others suspected
of raising the rainbow flag were charged with establishing an association “the purpose of which is to
call by any method, for interrupting the provisions of the constitution or laws.”[15]

Elsewhere, vaguely worded “morality” or “indecency” laws could be used to prohibit speech in
support of LGBT rights. Such laws penalize, for example, anyone who possesses or distributes
materials that may be considered a “breach of modesty” (Algeria, Yemen), “sings or broadcasts in a
public place obscene or indecent songs or statements” (Iraq), “expresses a sign incompatible with
modesty in a public place” (Jordan), or accesses or publishes materials on the internet that impinge
on “public morals” or are of an “indecent” nature (Saudi Arabia).[16]

Restrictions on freedom of association also pose obstacles to the work of LGBT groups. According to
an analysis by the International Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender and Intersex Association
(ILGA), laws regulating non-governmental organizations in Algeria, Egypt, Libya, Morocco, Bahrain,
Jordan, Kuwait, Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, and the United Arab Emirates make it virtually
impossible for organizations working on issues of sexual orientation and gender identity to legally
register.[17] In most countries, LGBT organizations have not even attempted to register, preferring
to work underground, or have registered without mentioning their work on LGBT rights. Akaliyat, a
Moroccan organization, attempted to register in 2016; but authorities refused even to take the
application and hustled those applying out of the registration office.[18] In Tunisia, however, a court
in 2016 upheld the right of an LGBT organization, Shams, to operate, after the government
attempted to shut it down.[19]

Absence of Rights-Based Legal Gender Recognition[20]



None of the states covered in this report provide a standardized procedure by which transgender
people can legally change their gender marker on official documents, nor do any provide for gender
categories other than “female” or “male.” This leaves transgender and gender non-conforming
people vulnerable to harassment every time they need to present their documents and to arrest
under laws that criminalize same-sex relations.[21]

In Lebanon, according to activist Georges Azzi, courts have developed jurisprudence such that “if
three psychologists and one doctor can prove that you have a gender disorder, you can change your
papers.” However, Azzi explained, this process is not written into law, and lower courts’ rulings in
such cases do not create binding precedent.[22] In a promising development, in January 2017, an
Appeals Court in Lebanon—which does set binding precedent—delivered a ruling allowing a
transgender man to change his name and gender marker on his identity documents, overruling a
lower court and compelling the government to change the papers. The court found that gender
affirming surgery should not be a prerequisite to gender identity recognition.[23]

Egypt, for several years, offered free gender affirmation surgery for people who were diagnosed
with “gender identity disorder,” but a government committee in charge of issuing permits for
surgery stopped doing so in 2016 due to a “debate about the morality of the operations.” According
to the Egyptian Initiative for Personal Rights, even those who were authorized to have surgery often
had difficulty modifying their identity documents.[24]

In most cases it has been impossible for trans people to change their official gender marker even on
a case-by-case basis. In Kuwait in 2004, a court granted Amal, a trans woman, permission to change
her gender in her legal identity papers from male to female, but an appeals court overturned the
ruling. [25] Amal lost a final appeal before the Court of Cassation in 2005.[26] In Bahrain, in early
2016, a court rejected an application from a transgender man who sought to change his identity
documents.[27]

In a case that was pending before a court in the United Arab Emirates in 2017, three transgender
men filed a petition demanding the right to change the gender markers on their documents.[28] The
Federal Appeal Court rejected their request in March 2018. Their lawyer said he would be appealing
the ruling.[29]

Absence of Non-Discrimination Legislation

While some countries in the Arabic-speaking region have laws or constitutional provisions that
prohibit discrimination, none expressly prohibits discrimination on the grounds of sexual orientation
or gender identity. Though not alone, the countries that are the focus of this report are outliers in
this sense: globally, laws that protect against discrimination in housing, employment, and public
accommodations on the grounds of sexual orientation—and, in a few cases, gender identity—are
gaining currency.[30] In Arab states, those who are victims of discrimination because they are LGBT
have no access to legal recourse.

Social, Political, and Religious Context

Politicized Islam and the 2011 Uprisings

In some parts of the Middle East and North Africa, intolerant forms of religious fundamentalism
have set back women’s rights, sexual freedoms, and religious diversity in recent years.

The Arab uprisings of 2011 ushered in new governments and reforms in a few countries, but it
produced mixed outcomes for LGBT people in the short term. In Libya, the overthrow of Muammar



Qaddafi resulted in a power vacuum in which militias wield significant power; several of them have
conducted arbitrary arrests of men on suspicion of homosexuality.[31] The rise of the organization
known as Islamic State (also known as ISIS), which killed dozens of gay men, as discussed below,
has been credited in part to its ability to “fill the power vacuum created by failing states” in the
wake of the 2011 uprisings.[32]

In Egypt, the January 2011 popular revolt that overthrew former president Hosni Mubarak brought
short-lived hope to LGBT activists. Mubarak’s government had overseen a massive crackdown on
gay men in the early 2000s, intended in part, according to one Egyptian activist, “to present an
image as the guardian of public virtue, to deflate an Islamist opposition movement that appear[ed] to
be gaining support every day.”[33] But the increasingly authoritarian turn of Egypt’s governments
after Mubarak’s ouster, especially under President Abdel Fattah al-Sisi, dashed hopes for radical
reforms. Even worse, gains of the 2011 uprising, including enhanced freedom of speech and
assembly, were erased when the military orchestrated the forcible removal of elected president
Mohamed Morsy in July 2013. Since al-Sisi, then defense minister, became president in 2014, the
government has adopted Mubarak’s strategy of scapegoating LGBT people, apparently as a method
of proving his religiously conservative credentials and staving off Islamist challenges.

One positive outcome of the Arab uprisings has been that across the region, they galvanized
countless LGBT individuals to take part in activism for the first time and left them with new tools for
mobilization and alliance-building. Dalia Abdel Hameed of the Egyptian Initiative for Personal Rights
(EIPR) explained that since the revolution, activists in Egypt working with LGBT groups and with
what she described as leftist or revolutionary political organizations speak more freely about gender
and sexuality, and articulate them within a human rights framework:

The revolution created a different imaginary and ways of advocating rights and articulating causes
that was never conceivable before 2011. Specifically on gender and sexuality, there is a paradigm
shift, a change in the way young people think about gender and sexuality, related to the sexual
violence in Tahrir and the activism around it.[34]
A gay Egyptian activist, asked about what impact the 2011 uprisings had on LGBT organizing, said:

The Arab Spring? It produced me. I was involved in LGBT groups since 2008, but they were always
afraid to do much. From 2011, when Mubarak was ousted, it was like there was nothing called a
mountain, there was nothing that could not be destroyed.

Then I started doing oral histories and found there were six or seven LGBT groups founded in
2011-2012. People started saying, “Why not start showing up and being visible and asking for our
rights.” In protests, people were just being themselves and feeling more comfortable. And society
was also more ready to accept them—people were rebelling against an Islam that says you just have
to do what you’re told.[35]

Mala Badi, a Moroccan transgender activist, wrote that when she first came out to herself as trans,
friends advised her to keep her identity hidden.

Then the Arab Spring hit our shores. On February 20, 2011, I found myself in the street alongside
thousands of other young Moroccans, chanting “freedom, justice, dignity, equality!” out loud, for the
first time. I felt as if I had been born again. At gatherings with other activists I sensed that I was
among people I didn’t need to fear, because we had shouted “no more fear from today on!” together
in front of government buildings and at marches of thousands of people.

So I gradually revealed my sexual orientation, and nervously wrote on placards “No to Article 489”
(the part of the penal code that criminalizes same-sex activity) and “Don’t Criminalize Love.” By



May, I raised a rainbow flag at a demonstration, which infuriated the Islamists there. I stood up, my
body quivering, and said: “Gay rights are human rights, we need to accept the fact that many people
shouting ‘long live the people!’ with us here are queer, and they are of the people!”[36]

Demands from the burgeoning LGBT movement that governments respect their rights, however, are
generally met with a deaf ear. The Organization of Islamic Cooperation (OIC), which includes all the
states discussed in this report, has opposed international recognition of the rights of LGBT people.
This stance has manifested itself in a walkout by OIC member states from a UN Human Rights
Council panel discussion of abuses related to sexual orientation and gender identity in 2012,[37]
bloc voting against UN resolutions to address violence and discrimination on the grounds of
SOGI,[38] and refusal to cooperate with the recently established UN Independent Expert on Sexual
Orientation and Gender Identity.[39]

Violence and Conflict

Armed conflict poses unique challenges to any form of activism that touches upon controversial
issues. A multiplicity of armed actors who may not welcome activists’ messages may mean that there
is a high risk of violence, often in a context of impunity. Widespread breakdown of institutions also
can allow members of the public to inflict violence and punishment based on their own prejudices,
with disregard for the rule of law.

Violent extremists have targeted gay men, transgender women and gender non-conforming people in
several countries in the region. This violence, which sometimes is outside the reach of the state (as
in ISIS-controlled regions of Iraq and Syria) and sometimes takes place where weak governments
depend on allied armed groups to provide security and allow them free rein to “police” as they
choose (as in nominally government-controlled areas of Baghdad, and parts of Libya), is one of the
most severe obstacles to LGBT organizing: being an “out” LGBT activist in such circumstances can
mean courting death.

ISIS seemed to welcome notoriety for killing allegedly gay and gender non-conforming people in
Iraq, Syria, and Libya. ISIS reportedly executed at least 23 people in Iraq, 16 in Syria, two in border
territory between Iraq and Syria, and three in Libya for alleged sodomy as of June 2016.[40]
Activists worked to draw attention to ISIS killings, including at the UN Security Council, and to
mobilize international responses.[41]

At the same time, some activists have raised concern that a narrow focus on ISIS’ horrific anti-LGBT
abuses may distract from abuses by governments and their proxies who are also responsible for
homophobic and transphobic violence.[42] Fadi Saleh, an activist and academic from Syria, pointed
out that Syrian government forces and other non-state armed groups in Syria have also abused
LGBT people, but that these stories get overshadowed because of an excessive focus on ISIS.[43]
Iraq has the most troublesome history in the region in terms of violence by pro-government armed
groups. In 2009, fighters suspected of affiliation with Muqtada al-Sadr’s Mahdi army, an armed
group which publicly vilified gay and effeminate men as “the third sex,” kidnapped, tortured and
murdered as many as several hundred men in a matter of months, most of them in Baghdad.[44] The
Mahdi army was allied with the government at the time. Another wave of killings, attributed in some
media reports to another government-allied armed group, Asa’ib Ahl al-Haq (Leagues of the
Righteous), took place in 2012 after Iraq’s interior minister condemned as “Satanist” the “emo”
subculture—a subculture related to a form of punk music and marked by a particular form of dress,
including tight jeans and long or spiky hair for men. The government failed to act against the
killings, which targeted non-conformist young people, including but not limited to people perceived
to be LGBT.[45] In 2014, Asa’ib Ahl al-Haq killed several men who were, or who were perceived to
be, gay and put up “wanted” posters for others.[46] Killings of gay men attributed to Asa’ib Ahl al-



Haq were reported once again in 2017.[47]

Iraq does not criminalize same-sex conduct, and the government formed an LGBT committee in
2012, funded by international donors, which aimed to sensitize government officials about sexual
orientation and gender identity. The committee “never produced any public reports or tangible
policy results” and largely stopped operating in 2014 as the government became consumed by
battling ISIS.[48] An activist told Human Rights Watch in 2017 that the committee was still existent,
but had produced nothing tangible.[49] As IraQueer and several partner organizations stated in a
2015 report, “This cooperation between state forces and conservative religious militia implicated in
anti-LGBT killings does not bode well for efforts aimed at preventing human rights violations and
holding perpetrators accountable.”[50]

Iraqi religious and political leaders, including Grand Ayatollah Ali al-Sistani and Moqtada al-Sadr,
condemned the 2012 killings,[51] and Sadr spoke out against anti-LGBT violence again in 2016.[52]
But IraQueer activist Amir Ashour, asked whether the 2016 statement made a positive impact, said:
“The only thing that is positive about it is that we can refer to it. On the ground it didn’t stop the
killing.” Ashour said that although the militia responsible for the killings was affiliated to al-Sadr,
“his word is not law,” and his condemnation of the killings made little impact on the killers.[53]

In Libya, where the rule of law and central authority have broken down, multiple militias with a
quasi-official status provide support to the UN-backed Government of National Accord. Activists say
that several of these militia have arrested, beaten, and arbitrarily detained men suspected of being
gay.[54]

Conflicts in Iraq, Syria, Yemen and Libya have produced hundreds of thousands of refugees and
other displaced people, some of whom are LGBT and who have many specific vulnerabilities and
needs. LGBT activists who are themselves refugees from conflict zones, face tremendous uncertainty
about their future, which limits their ability to engage in activism. An Iraqi activist living in another
country in the region said that although he is “out” as gay to a broad circle of friends, he must be
cautious when organizing events that could out him more publicly—not out of fear of what might
happen to him in his host country, but because of what might happen if he is ever returned to
Iraq.[55] (This report does not go into depth on the subject of LGBT refugees.)

Violence in the context of armed conflict is not the only threat to LGBT people. In countries where
people are arrested on the grounds of their perceived sexual orientation or gender identity, security
forces have subjected them to torture and beatings. Torture sometimes takes the form of forced anal
examinations, which often involve doctors or other medical personnel forcibly inserting their fingers,
and sometimes other objects, into the anus of the accused to find purported “proof” of homosexual
conduct. Forced anal exams have been condemned by numerous UN agencies and the African
Commission on Human and People’s Rights as a form of torture or cruel, inhuman and degrading
treatment, dismissed by forensic medicine experts as bad science, and called unethical by the World
Medical Association. Victims have told Human Rights Watch that being subjected to forced anal
exams was physically painful and psychologically distressing; many experienced the exams as a form
of sexual assault.[56]

Egypt makes use of forced anal exams unapologetically.[57] Tunisia’s government has recently
committed to banning them, but has not yet put a ban in place.[58] Human Rights Watch also
received reports of police in Syria and the United Arab Emirates ordering gay men to undergo
forced anal testing, but has not independently verified the allegations.[59] Lebanon stands out for
the steps it has taken to eliminate forced anal exams (as discussed in section II below) but has not
issued a blanket ban that would ensure no one is subjected to forced anal exams in the future.



Gay men and transgender women have also described other forms of torture and ill-treatment at the
hands of police officers and other members of security forces in the region: being beaten with
electric cables and raped with an iron rod (Lebanon)[60]; police who “took off their belts and put
them around our necks and made us walk like dogs” (Egypt)[61]; being raped by police and then
thrown out of a moving police car into the street (Kuwait)[62]; and being hung upside down from a
hook in the ceiling (Iraq).[63]

LGBT people throughout the region also face the threat of violence from ordinary civilians. Human
Rights Watch has documented such violence in Kuwait, where men sexually assault transgender
women with impunity[64]; in Morocco, where people perceived to be gay or transgender have been
subjected to mob violence[65]; and in Iraq, where gay men reported severe beatings and death
threats at the hands of their own family members.[66] In all such cases, perpetrators know that anti-
LGBT laws will likely dissuade their victims from seeking recourse.[67]

Family and Community Pressure and the Risks of Being “Out”

In most of the region, LGBT people face tremendous social pressures to remain in the closet, or not
to reveal their sexual orientation or gender identity. Even LGBT people whose immediate family
members were aware and accepting of their sexuality or gender identity told Human Rights Watch
that family members urged them not to share this aspect of themselves with the extended family, the
community, or the general public.[68] The magnitude of family and social stigma was a challenge for
activists interviewed by Human Rights Watch regardless of whether their governments actively
persecuted LGBT people.

Family and social pressure to remain closeted creates challenges for personal self-acceptance,
community-building, and movement-building. Activists, who in many cases are working to provide
support networks for LGBT people, including victims of human rights abuses, may feel a strong
sense of pride in both their own identities and in their work on behalf of LGBT communities, but they
face constant reminders that their sense of pride is not shared by some of the people closest to
them. Some cannot discuss their LGBT activism with their families at all, while others who are out to
their families may discuss their work, but find that it is not understood or valued, all of which can
contribute to depression and burnout.

In Morocco, the authorities play on family dynamics in order to intimidate activists. Hajar El
Moutaouakil, a Moroccan activist who told Human Rights Watch that she recently relocated to
Europe after receiving death threats, explained that when police find that someone is involved in
LGBT activism, they might not arrest that person, but they “come to your house and start asking
questions about you to your family. They do this to all kinds of human rights activists, but it has a
different impact on LGBT activists because it can out them to their families. They use the family as a
tool of repression.”[69]

Activism is often most effective when it has a public face, one that the general population can relate
to. But social stigma deters LGBT activists working in most of the region from becoming the public
face of their movements, even where they do not fear arrest or violence. Those who have come out
publicly in either traditional or social media in order to advocate for their rights have paid a steep
price, in the form of severe online harassment, expulsion from school, or family rejection.[70] Khalid
Abdel-Hadi, the founder of My.Kali, a magazine in Jordan that provides positive coverage of LGBT
issues, described coming out in 2007:

No one else came out in the media during this time—I was the only one. Others are out in their
circles, it’s becoming less of a taboo, but the issue is the context of the family. They say, “It’s ok to
be gay, but you don’t need to come out.” I had one friend who was trans and his family was on the



verge of accepting him, but then he came out on social media and the family said “You don’t need to
embarrass us.”[71]

In the Gulf countries, there is a particularly notable silence around sexual orientation and gender
identity. Activists based in Lebanon who are involved in regional activism and network-building said
that they were not aware of any LGBT activist groups currently operating in Bahrain, Kuwait, Oman,
Qatar, Saudi Arabia, or Yemen. One interviewee from Bahrain, a gay man living in Lebanon who is
not involved in activism, offered this analysis of the Gulf context:

It’s a social contract—“We have oil, you’re going to get wealth, shut up. And if you don’t like it, get
out.” So generally, activism is not something you see…. The world is a stage and you have to play
your role in society.[72]
Through much of the region, though, LGBT activists are challenging the roles that have been
dictated to them. The world may be a stage, but they are writing their own parts.

 II. Effective Activism in Constrained Spaces

On September 22, 2017, several young people attending a concert in Cairo featuring Lebanese band
Mashrou’ Leila, whose lead singer is openly gay, waved the rainbow flag–a symbol of LGBT pride
and solidarity with LGBT people’s struggle for equality. It was an audacious action in a country that,
under President al-Sisi, has developed a reputation for severe oppression of LGBT people.[73] After
the flag was flown, one Egyptian LGBT rights organization posted a picture of the flag display on its
Facebook page, with the tag “feeling exhilarated.”[74] Another organization, however, warned its
members that there might be serious consequences.[75]

Activists from both organizations told Human Rights Watch that they were caught off guard by the
severity of the repression that followed. The following day, the Egyptian police, using a tried-and-
true strategy of entrapment through gay dating apps, made a “date” with a young man whom they
had already been chatting with for a week and then arrested him, according to Egyptian activists.
When they went through his phone, they found he had attended the concert. Although there was no
evidence that he had waved the flag, he was rushed to trial and convicted for both “debauchery” and
“incitement to debauchery.” He was sentenced to six years in prison and another six years’
probation.[76]

Thus began a vicious crackdown on LGBT people and their allies.[77] Within two weeks, at least 43
people had been arrested, including two who were being held and repeatedly interrogated by
National Security, an agency within the Interior Ministry that has long functioned outside the
law.[78] Within a month, the number of arrests had risen to 65.[79] The Supreme Council on Media
Regulation issued an order prohibiting Egyptian media from expressing positive viewpoints on LGBT
rights.[80] Members of parliament proposed a ten- to 15-year sentence for homosexuality[81] and a
new law that would ban any “gatherings of homosexuals” or “homosexual symbols.”[82]

The arrests took place in the context of a broader crackdown on civil society. Since the 2013 military
takeover, Egypt has systematically sought to silence dissenting voices—massacring protestors,[83]
arresting political activists, blocking websites,[84] and passing a law regulating non-governmental
organizations (NGOs) that rights activists have described as a “death warrant” for independent civil
society.[85]

The magnitude of the crackdown recalls the Queen Boat arrests in 2001, when 52 men and a 17-
year-old boy were prosecuted in a mass crackdown on homosexual conduct. LGBT Egyptians and
their allies, understandably, felt demoralized.
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But there are key differences. In 2001, no major human rights organization in Egypt was willing to
stand up for the Queen Boat detainees.[86] No Egyptian activists circulated petitions calling for their
release. Dalia Abdel Hameed of EIPR said:

At the time of Queen Boat, human rights lawyers thought they shouldn’t intervene in these
cases—and now they do, willingly. The human rights lawyers, the radical left—they are more vocal.
Not all are active allies. Some adopt a right-to-privacy approach. Some would say they’re totally for
decriminalizing.[87]

Nor was it possible in 2001, as it is in 2017, for Egyptian and regional activists to mobilize 50
organizations in a matter of days—most of them LGBT rights organizations from the Middle East and
North Africa—to sign a statement opposing arbitrary arrests on the grounds of presumed sexual
orientation or gender identity.[88]

These actions in response to the crackdown reflect a sea change, not just in Egypt, but in the region.
In 2001, there was no LGBT rights movement to speak of in most Arabic-speaking states. In 2017,
there are dozens of LGBT organizations operating throughout the region, working on issues
including homophobic and transphobic violence, decriminalization, forced anal testing, legal aid,
HIV prevention, gender equality, media training, digital security, and outreach through the arts.

Progress in LGBT civil society’s alliance-building work means that in Morocco in 2015, 56 lawyers
turned up in court to support a transgender woman who had been the victim of a brutal mob
attack.[89] It means that in Tunisia, LGBT organizations have been able to build a coalition of 37
organizations, including many feminist groups, that have united in support of equality for women
and LGBT people.[90]

Such organizing is still in its infancy. An underground group called Club Free was established in
Lebanon from 1998, and engaged in empowerment and networking activities among known and
trusted LGBTIQ people. Around 2002, it evolved into the organization Helem.[91] Around the same
time, other organizations were founded that still operate today, including Aswat in Palestine and
Damj (“Inclusion”) in Tunisia. [92] Lebanese LGBT rights activists marched with a rainbow flag in a
demonstration in Beirut against the US invasion of Iraq in 2003.[93] Queer magazines, blogs, and
Facebook pages emerged in Lebanon, Oman, Syria, and Tunisia. [94] In 2011, the Arab uprisings
galvanized movements throughout the region, and by 2017, LGBT organizations, or at least informal
LGBT community networks, existed throughout most of the region, with some apparent gaps in the
Gulf.

Such progress has not come without setbacks. Even Lebanon’s vibrant movement was faced with an
unanticipated police shutdown of a Pride event in May 2017.[95] And the programming of LGBT
rights organizations must shift, at times, in response to crackdowns. Where there is active police
harassment of LGBT activists, simply staying afloat in such a repressive environment is an act of
resistance. For example, an Egyptian activist acknowledged that LGBT rights organizations have had
to step back from some of the ambitious goals they began pursuing after the January 2011 uprising:

The most important thing right now is preparedness, capacity building, and time to heal. I have a lot
of respect for those NGOs who have kept the minimum ability to keep breathing.[96]

Activists in the region are better prepared to handle setbacks—and to keep breathing—than they
were a decade and a half ago. They network, discuss strategies, and provide support for one
another. The establishment of regional networks, not discussed in depth in this report, has served as
a lifeline to many activists in the region, especially those who are extremely isolated—such as the
few in Libya and the Gulf region—and those who are under sudden or sustained attack, as in Egypt.



Abdullah, a gay activist from Oman, described his first conference with other LGBT rights activists:
“It was my first exposure to other gay activists from the MENA [Middle East and North Africa]
region. It was amazing to interact with them and see how similar our struggles were.”[97] A
Moroccan activist described how when two girls, ages 16 and 17, were arrested for kissing in
Marrakech in 2016, she and her colleagues were able to get 22 organizations from throughout the
Middle East and North Africa to sign on to a statement condemning the arrests.[98] The girls were
eventually acquitted.[99]

In 2010, activists formed the Arab Foundation for Freedoms and Equality, a regional organization
based in Beirut. It conducts capacity building workshops for activists from throughout the region,
hosts an annual conference, serves as a fiscal sponsor and helps to coordinate emergency support
for activists at risk. MantiQitna, another regional network established in 2010 has coordinated multi-
country campaigns such as “Our Colours Are Our Crime,” discussed below. At a recent AFE
conference, several participants launched a new network, Queer MENA, the mission of which is to
“Create spaces for reflection, communication, strategic planning, and knowledge production to
influence regional action plans and strategies to support, advocate and change policies and
discourse.”[100] This nascent regional collaboration holds promise for progress in the years to
come.

Building Community

The first step toward developing an LGBT activist movement is often building community. Even
where there is no public advocacy, where it is too risky for activists to be “out” or to make demands
of their governments, there is ongoing work creating safe spaces where LGBT people can come
together, find support, and speak about issues that are affecting them.

Abdullah al Busaidi was involved in creating such spaces in Oman. He explained:

I organized my first event in 2008 with an Omani guy who I met online. He said he likes to organize
parties for gay guys to meet and network in a safe space, so that they can help each other in the
future. He had done some before, but on a smaller scale with very close friends. So I got involved,
and I was friends with everybody—my network was big and stronger. We did two or three parties
per year. We would rent a farm outside the capital for a day, and people would come at noon, swim,
socialize, party. In the morning we would sit and talk with others about issues affecting us
individually, or we would meet and discuss as a community. [101]

Abdullah hoped to eventually use the parties as a venue to conduct educational outreach about the
prevention of HIV and sexually transmitted infections, but found that other participants were not
comfortable discussing these issues: “These things are handled by ministry of health and if you are
caught doing these things you’ll be in trouble. HIV programming has to be authorized by the
Ministry [of Health], so that’s why people were afraid to do it.”[102] The purpose of the events
remained limited to creating a safe space for gay men to talk with one another.

In Jordan, a group of LGBT people have organized regular screenings of films that address sexual
orientation and gender identity. They screen both Arabic-language and English-language films; when
some of the latter do not have Arabic subtitles, they write the subtitles themselves, so that non-
English speakers can understand the films. Osama Z., one of the organizers, said that although some
allies attend, the screenings are primarily a way to bring LGBT people together. The group has a
partnership with an LGBT-friendly sexual health center, whose staff sometimes attend and offer HIV
testing after the screenings.[103]

Building community also happens in digital space. One organization in Cairo is working on



producing oral histories of LGBT people in Egypt and neighboring countries. Although the materials
produced may help to inform and educate non-LGBT people about LGBT issues, the primary aim is to
reach LGBT people, who may access these materials online and feel affirmed by reading the stories
of people like them.[104]

In Libya, where a gay activist told Human Rights Watch that he only knew of two other people in his
country that he would consider to be LGBT rights activists, along with about five other Libyans living
abroad, building community is a priority—and the internet is regarded as the safest place to do it.
He said:

[Our priority is] trying to raise awareness in closed and private groups on social media about
gender, expression, identity. The LGBT community concept does not really exist, so it’s important to
raise awareness of community itself and taking care of each other.[105]

Khawlah S., an activist in Bahrain, established an online platform for LGBTQ people in the Middle
East and North Africa with the aim of building a sense of community both within countries and
cross-regionally. She explained:

There is definitely a growing movement in the Gulf with the type of subtle advocacy you describe
[informal community building efforts]. Most of us are still very attached to our countries of origin
and still live there. And although the LGBTQ community is active, it’s not yet very inviting because
we all have to be extremely cautious about who we let into our support groups and tightly knit
networks. That makes it very difficult for people who are newly out to surround themselves with a
supportive community. That’s one of the main reasons I founded Ahwaa in 2010. There was a huge
sense of isolation in the Gulf in particular. Many other regional LGBTQ initiatives were restricted to
Lebanon or Jordan or other countries that don’t really find Gulf people relatable, or who don’t
include us and our voices in any targeted campaigns. It was only in 2012 that I was comfortable
taking Ahwaa a step further and started accepting requests for physical meetups / support networks.
We’d find isolated or abandoned cafes and get together to share our inputs, our experiences, and to
give ourselves a chance to live a bit more honestly offline.[106]

Staying Safe

An activist in Egypt told Human Rights Watch her organization is focusing on “holistic security,”
including “digital security, digital clinics, emotional and psychological well-being, personal safety,
sexual health services, protection, sheltering, inside and outside the country.”[107] Indeed, there
are many ways in which LGBT activists need to keep themselves, and ordinary LGBT people, safe.

Sometimes safe spaces are needed for LGBT people who have faced violence, the threat of violence,
eviction, or family rejection. Activists in Egypt have focused on providing physical security and
shelter for LGBT people who had been rejected by their parents or were otherwise at risk. One
activist said her organization hoped to expand this initiative, after it was identified by LGBT people
as a top priority in an early 2017 needs-assessment survey. However, the risk of arrest for groups of
LGBT people living together in Egypt, particularly after the September 2017 rainbow flag incident,
made establishing more formal shelters a challenge.[108] In Iraq, in response to killings and torture
by the Asa’ib Ahl al-Haq and other non-state actors, an organization provides temporary shelter for
LGBT people who have to flee their areas of residence because of threats.[109] In Jordan, too,
activists hope to establish a shelter for LGBT people who have been rejected by their families.[110]

In countries where people are frequently arrested on charges related to their sexual orientation or
gender identity, staying safe includes legal education to reduce the risk of arrest or prosecution.
Rayan, a gay Algerian lawyer, said:



I give workshops telling people that if they’re arrested with condoms, or with lipstick, that they
should react in a certain way so that the police don’t use this against them. You don’t have the right
to call a lawyer or even use your telephone when you’re arrested. So what you say is very
important.[111]

In Egypt, when al-Sisi’s government stepped up the targeting of human rights organizations, some
LGBT groups found that their low profile could be an asset:

We knew from the beginning that our work was sensitive. We always had to work underground, we
weren’t registered, we didn’t get huge amounts of money to fund our activities, for example from
embassies, because the government might be aware. We didn’t do publicity around our work. Other
human rights defenders depended on publicity about their activities, their programs. So even when
the new law on civil society came out, we were not affected directly, but indirectly. Other human
rights defenders were shocked when the space shrank so quickly. It was easy for the government to
get to them, to monitor them, both their organizations and individuals. Whereas LGBT defenders
could never come out publicly as human rights defenders. We have Facebook pages, and things like
that, but we always used nicknames; we kept our real lives separate from our activism.[112]

Mistrust within communities, where there is fear that groups may be infiltrated, poses challenges to
organizing. In Algeria, TransHomosDZ is cautious in welcoming new members, so they established a
“companion” status:

They have the same rights as members, but for 12 months they don’t have access to confidential
information such as names of members. People accept this because they see that it protects them.
People fear being outed. During those 12 months, the [companions] contribute to discussions over
email, with fake names. They work in committees and have access to just two or three members of
the board. We have a system of “cellules” where one cellule doesn’t know another. We installed this,
after problems in 2014, to protect people.[113]

Similarly, Ahwaa, the regional online platform, developed a “point system” by which participants
earned points for ongoing engagement in discussions on the platform. Khawlah S., the founder of
Ahwaa, explained:

Meeting online first makes it much better to verify a person’s identity beforehand - not their real
names, but their intentions. That’s why we use a point system / gamification so that users who are
not as active don’t just request meetups without first having a history of supportive comments and
helpful advice. I’m much more likely to meet up with someone who has 300+ points and not
someone with just 30-40 because I know that person wants to skip a few steps and go right to
meeting up, which makes me very nervous that could be someone infiltrating our system to find out
who’s behind or who’s in it.[114]

Digital Security

In repressive states where police devote significant resources to monitoring their citizens’
communications, both activists and ordinary LGBT people face threats linked to surveillance. Aaliyah
D., a queer activist in Egypt, explained:

The government has invested huge amounts of money into electronic surveillance—high-tech devices
are being used, people are being trained in and outside Egypt, based on the idea of “protecting
Egypt from bad people.” In 2011 the story was that the revolution was created by Facebook, so the
government is on guard against social media.[115]

Police monitoring and in some cases entrapment of gay men and transgender women on dating apps



and other social media platforms is common in Egypt.[116] One organization reported that of 274
investigations against LGBT people on “debauchery” and related charges between the end of 2013
and November 2016, 66 involved the authorities’ use and surveillance of social media, dating
applications and the Internet.[117] Aaliyah D. provided a workshop for transgender Egyptians,
which covered how to stay safe while using social media.

I gave a workshop on digital security for the trans community, showing tools and techniques…. I
wanted to change their habits around using the internet and all electronic devices. The trans
community has been attacked by the government for years, including through dating apps. They are
at risk from activities like sharing photos. Two of the people in the workshop had been targeted
through entrapment. One of them figured it out in time, and deleted all their profiles and accounts.
The other person had to leave the country for some time.[118]

Even those who are not on dating apps can be arrested simply because of the pictures they have on
their phones:

There were always checkpoints, but now there are specific checkpoints for looking at peoples’
mobile phones and laptops. People are imprisoned for what they post on Facebook or Twitter. [119]

Aaliyah D. found that much work remains to be done in training LGBT Egyptians on how to stay safe
online:

We don’t get the sense of danger around the internet. We might be afraid of a lion, a tiger, even a
car, but not the internet. In the workshop the first thing they said was, “We have nothing to hide.” I
said, “You’re doing nothing wrong, but you need to be keen about your privacy.” What I had in mind
was to change the mindset that “I’m not at risk” and to show them all the ways that I could get into
your account or your computer.[120]

In Kuwait, activists have also focused on digital security. Fawwaz Al Ajmi, a Kuwaiti transgender
activist, told Human Rights Watch that the Kuwaiti government had hacking programs to spy on
people perceived to be “against the government, including LGBT and atheists.” He underwent a
digital security training and then trained other people, including LGBT people and atheists, whom he
met one-on-one, through personal connections. He explained the limitations facing this work: “I just
use peoples’ houses for trainings. I can’t rent a hotel conference room, it’s not possible.” Fawwaz
eventually fled Kuwait in 2016 after being arrested several times on the basis of his gender identity,
but continued to provide virtual support to LGBT people and atheists in Kuwait.[121]

Building Alliances

Partnership with human rights and women’s rights organizations has been crucial in achieving
progress on the human rights situation of LGBT people. In some countries, LGBT activists work
within organizations with broader objectives, such as in the Kurdistan Region of Iraq, where Rasan
Organization, a women’s rights organization, also formally took on LGBT rights in 2012. In Baghdad,
where LGBT groups cannot have a public presence due to the risk of violence, partnerships with
other human rights organizations have also been essential to carrying out day-to-day work.

Activists across the region say that building alliances with feminist and human rights organizations
does not happen spontaneously; it requires work and flexibility on all sides. An activist working with
Chouf, a feminist organization in Tunisia that works with women of all sexualities, said: “The
feminist movement in Tunisia was not previously gay-friendly, but it’s changed. They were afraid to
get involved before. The change came from within associations. Young lesbian and bi women joined
[feminist associations], and changed things from within.”[122]



A member of Damj, in Tunisia, said that LGBT groups’ participation in the World Social Forum in
2013 and 2015 “showed to Tunisian civil society that the LGBT cause is not a side cause, it’s like
every other cause that they’re fighting for.”[123]

A Moroccan activist said that LGBT groups strive to build alliances by showing support for other
causes:

There are no pure LGBT activists, we all work for freedom of religion and other liberties—so we do
actions for example in solidarity with the [activists] who were arrested and beaten in Hoceima.[124]

Similarly, Helem, in Lebanon, considers itself part of a broader civil rights movement and
collaborates with organizations working on issues such as corruption, pollution, and workers’
rights.[125] Damj, in Tunisia, collaborates on non-discrimination initiatives with an organization that
primarily focuses on ending racial discrimination. [126] In Jordan, a report authored by activist
Khalid Abdel-Hadi, the founder of My.Kali, urged LGBT activists working online to “Develop digital
media campaigns that depict LGBT individuals working on other social or environmental issues,
emphasizing that they share common concerns in the public interest.”[127]

Rabia B., a lesbian activist, sees such coalition-building as being at the heart of the “huge
developments” taking place in Tunisia. Her organization participates in the Collective for Individual
Freedoms, a coalition that has grown to 37 groups, comprising both LGBT-focused groups and
groups working primarily on other human rights issues, which aims to decriminalize same-sex
conduct and advance feminist causes, including equity in inheritance between women and men in
marriage, and the (recently successful) repeal of a law that prohibited marriage between Tunisian
Muslim women and non-Muslim men.[128]

An activist in Jordan said working with civil society organizations required patience and flexibility
regarding their limitations:

There’s an organization that does social campaigns, and we asked for help to train us. They said
“Yes, we can help you but we cannot be associated with you because it’s risky.” We were fine with
their approach.[129]

A Moroccan activist seconded this view:

Some cannot support us publicly. We know they can’t, and we understand. But they help. They let us
use their office, their resources around the country. We know they come from an older generation,
and the context is different, but we say, “We are trying to bring this up and we need your help.”[130]

Cases of violence were likely to attract more public support from mainstream civil society
organizations. When a trans person was beaten by a mob in Fez in 2015, an activist said:

We had 56 lawyers We got them through NGO networks. A feminist organization gave us their space
and resources in Fez. [They] said “Do what you have to do,” although they could not take a public
stand. The reaction from civil society was positive. That was comforting to see, given our past
collaboration with them. When I was in court, the day of the pleadings, I had four or five
representatives from different feminist and human rights organizations with me, and we sat in the
front seats. This for me was quite moving…. When the coordinator of the defense was reading the
names [of the lawyers], it took time to read the 56 names. [131]

Haneen Maikey, of alQaws for Sexual & Gender Diversity in Palestinian Society (alQaws), which
focuses on building community for LGBT persons in Palestine, mentioned that alliance-building
requires being sensitive to other social justice issues and to timing:



Our video campaign was supposed to be launched in May, but there was the biggest hunger strike in
history,[132] and then the Al Aqsa incident.[133] We will always have this burden of being
intersectional,[134] being careful about when we bring LGBT stuff up. We don’t take it personally,
we take time to meet other activists and establish our legitimacy. We had about 10 days between
incidents when we [launched the campaign].[135]

When alQaws eventually launched the campaign, it reached 300,000 people on social media, Maikey
said.[136]

In Algeria, a law that prohibits the registration of organizations whose aims are inconsistent with
“public morals,” and which prescribes criminal penalties for members of unregistered organizations,
poses risks to LGBT groups, as well as to human rights organizations that otherwise might support
them.[137] Zoheir, an Algerian activist with the organization TransHomosDZ, explained:

It’s different from Morocco or Tunisia. Ordinary human rights organizations are absolutely unwilling
to work on LGBT issues—either because they are afraid of the risk under that law, because they
don’t consider LGBT rights to be human rights, or because they are also homophobic or transphobic
themselves.[138]

But through TransHomosDZ’s work documenting violence against LGBT people, he said, they are
slowly winning over allies:

Our second report talked about cases [of violence against LGBT people] in families, in universities,
in prisons. That had a real impact. It was the first time we had non-LGBT people say, “This is
terrible, how can we help?” For example, feminist organizations responded in this way. They saw
how gender inequality has an impact on our situation. I can’t say we now have an incredible
solidarity from civil society, but there is raised consciousness. It’s a first step – they recognize that
there are violations, and this [awareness] didn’t exist before.[139]

Reaching the Movable Middle

The Arts and Cultural Production

Rashed, a 21-year-old transgender man in northern Jordan, had dropped out of high school due to
transphobic bullying. He suffered from depression and a sense of isolation, and experienced severe
physical pain that was a result of self-medicating with hormones, with no medical advice.

Rashed did not see himself as an activist. But motivated initially by the pressing need for better
health care for himself and other transgender people, he and his friend Safi approached the local
authorities in the conservative northern town of Irbid, asking for public hospitals to begin providing
treatment and support for transgender people, including hormone therapy. The authorities first
seemed receptive to the idea. But then, Safi said, “they got scared of the society’s reaction” and
rejected the idea. “At that moment we figured out we have to go a step back and deal with the
society and community itself, and raise awareness among the society first.”[140]

To do so, Safi conducted an informal analysis of Irbid residents’ understanding of gender identity.
He concluded: “The degree of awareness in that city is zero. So we decided to make an awareness
campaign using theater.”[141]

They developed a remarkable plan to do so. Rashed, who considered himself “shy” and had no prior
experience with the arts, joined a community theater organization, Medearts, that Safi was involved
with. Through theater, Rashed learned how to tell his own stories, and eventually developed his own
one-man show, portraying his experience as a trans man. He told Human Rights Watch:



At the beginning, I felt that it was so difficult because I’m not used to dealing with people and now
I’m facing an audience. But over time I felt that the theater was my place, because I can express my
thoughts and feelings, and feel myself, my body, in the surrounding theater.

Medearts produced Rashed’s play in September 2017 for a group of 50 young women on an invite-
only basis. Safi said, “We just invited girls because according to our study, females are more
accepting of those concepts than males. We were afraid of the first reaction. We didn’t want to have
a high-risk adventure.”[142]

According to Rashed,

When I performed I was really scared. It’s not only that I’m scared because it’s theater, I’m scared
because I’m talking [about] something really personal and emotional to me, it’s my life story, and I
was scared of negative reactions, as well as just being scared of performing. When I saw the positive
evaluations, it gave me extra power, extra hope, and it made me feel like I’m in the right place and
on the right path.[143]

Rashed’s initiative is one of several examples of young people using the arts to raise awareness of
LGBT issues in Jordan. My.Kali, a magazine that covers LGBT issues, was launched 10 years ago, as
a project of LGBT-identified students.[144] Khalid Abdel-Hadi, its founder, was 18 at the time. He
said: “There were no out people at the time. The only news we heard was about forced
disappearances in Syria, public hanging in Iran, people being arrested in Egypt—only negative
things.”[145] They published the magazine as an online blog, circulated it to friends, and held a
small, private event to mark the magazine’s launch. Abdel-Hadi and his friends were shocked when
their small-scale initiative created a public scandal:

There were elections at the time. Extremist papers found the blog, and published articles about the
“Revolution of the Fags,” saying that LGBT people in Jordan were having their first event. My
picture was there. I was outed.[146]

Although Jordan’s laws do not criminalize same-sex conduct or the expression of LGBT identities, at
first Abdel-Hadi feared that he would be arbitrarily arrested. When he wasn’t, he felt emboldened:

We decided to claim the publicity we’d got, and put out something to inspire and empower. Friends
asked, “Why don’t you claim being out—not that you were outed?” So I claimed another cover [of the
magazine] to come out publicly. [147]

Then, he said, “We were reached by people from around the region who wanted to participate, write,
contribute.”[148]

Although the magazine focuses on the arts, fashion, and culture, steering clear of overtly “political”
subjects, its public existence creates a lifeline for LGBT people who are at risk. Khalid said: “We get
contacted all the time by refugees, and we refer them. Also, Jordanians who are kicked out [of their
family homes], or blackmailed. We connect them with a lawyer.”[149]

My.Kali initially published only in English, but in 2016 it published its first Arabic language edition.
This created “major backlash,” Khalid said. “The government blocked the site. They were aware of
our existence before, but our use of Arabic was the breaking point.” The government blocked the
website of the magazine, and My.Kali was evicted from its office. In September 2017, it relaunched
on a new platform, in both Arabic and English, using technology that makes it more difficult for the
government to block it.[150]

Samar A., a queer activist in Jordan, produces plays, mostly one-woman shows, on themes related to



sexuality and gender identity, many of them based on true stories. The performances are private,
limited to friends and friends-of-friends who are considered trustworthy. She explained:

Performance is a form of advocacy [and] a form of catharsis. We want to create networks and we
need support. The plays also help to educated straight but queer-friendly audiences about the
issues.[151]

She described the initiatives of LGBT activists in Jordan as follows:

It’s not a movement as in a wave—it’s personal efforts, and one day it will be put into place together.
I would like to go public and say whatever I want but it will backfire more than it creates
change.[152]

In Tunisia, the organization Chouf organizes a feminist art festival, now in its fourth year, which
features art that addresses sexual orientation and gender identity alongside other feminist art. Rabia
B., one of the organizers, described the festival as a “safe space” for LGBTQ people, as well as an
opportunity to reach the broader public. “We use art to show people that sexuality exists, that being
different is normal,” Rabia said. “We had photography exhibits, with photos of two women holding
hands, and there was no controversy around this.”[153]

Activists elsewhere in the region are also looking into the possibilities offered by the arts. Haneen
Maikey, of alQaws in Palestine, said:

In the next five years we need to focus more on cultural production, through media and multimedia,
social media, but also offline, doing cinema, short movies, mass production, festivals.[154]

Mainstream Media Outreach

Activists struggle to have LGBT issues portrayed objectively in the media. A study published in 2017
by OutRight Action International found that Arabic language media tended to use “degrading and
derogatory terms” when discussing LGBT people, frequently used religion to justify transphobia and
homophobia, and often used accusations of homosexuality “as a tool to ruin reputations of
individuals regardless of the actual sexual orientation of the person who is being targeted.”[155]

Through sustained engagement between LGBT activists and the media, this adversarial relationship
is slowly beginning to change in some places. Some Iraqi activists are focusing on training Iraqi
media in order to change the conversation around LGBT rights, starting with the vocabulary. Amir
Ashour of IraQueer explained:

[We focus on] knowledge production, because the words in Arabic used to be like “let’s stand up for
faggots’ rights!” So we tried to reinvent and invent some words in Arabic and Kurdish. We had one
success when Al Sharqiya, a major TV channel in Iraq, produced a short documentary and said “the
LGBT+ community” instead of “the abnormal [or deviant] community.”[156]
A member of Akaliyat in Morocco also sees progress through media sensitization. After outreach to
the media, he said:

The journalists and the websites no longer talk about “sexual deviance,” they say “homosexual” –
they respect the term LGBT. They publish articles about our activities.[157]

Another Moroccan activist provided a concrete example:

There’s a bit of progress although people are still being arrested. There is a huge difference in terms
of media. In the case of [the] girls of Marrakech [who were arrested in 2016 for kissing], I spoke



with a major Arabic-speaking news outlet, and then he used word “shouzuz” [a derogatory term
meaning “perversion”] in the title. I instantly called someone from the newspaper and they changed
it.[158]

In Egypt, the state is actively seeking to block positive or supportive media coverage of LGBT issues
in the aftermath of the latest crackdown. On September 30, 2017, the Supreme Council on Media
Regulation, a government body which has the power to fine or suspend media outlets, issued an
order explicitly prohibiting Egyptian media from expressing positive viewpoints on LGBT rights.

The order threatens recent progress that activists in Egypt had seen in media coverage of LGBT
issues, even under al-Sisi, Dalia Abdel Hameed of EIPR attributed this in part to a new openness,
related to the January 2011 revolution, to discuss gender and sexuality. Abdel Hameed gave as an
example a positive newspaper feature on transgender people published in mid-2017.

We see this kind of stuff and we are aware that we’re truly living in a different time. These kind of
discussions and portrayals were not achievable a couple years ago.[159]

One of activists’ aims is to get mainstream media to report on human rights abuses against LGBT
people. EIPR published a report in November 2017 documenting human rights violations against
LGBT people in Egypt, which Abdel Hameed said hoped would shift public opinion: “Part of advocacy
is changing people’s attitudes, and that will pressure the government to end the crackdown.”[160]

When mainstream media is beholden to the state, however, it can be difficult to sustain this kind of
progress, and it remains to be seen whether some Egyptian media outlets will remain open to
positive coverage of LGBT people or be cowed by regulators. In Oman, for example, in 2013, state
media regulators forced a newspaper to issue an apology after it published an article suggesting that
homosexuality is tolerated in the country, and in 2015 they suspended a radio station after it
conducted an interview with a gay Omani.[161]

Social Media Campaigning

The recent rise in social media has provided alternative channels through which LGBT activists can
get their messages out, although the reach is generally narrower and more customized than through
traditional media.

In Palestine, alQaws released a series of videos in September 2017 that challenged anti-LGBTQ
stereotypes and homophobic bullying. Haneen Maikey of alQaws explained:

We target people who see things [such as homophobic incidents], but don’t frame it as violence, who
are still complicit, [in thinking] that violence against these kinds of people [LGBTQ] is legitimate and
funny. Our campaign reached more than 300,000 people. It’s huge—no one inside alQaws believed it
could reach that many people. People say LGBT should not be provocative. We say it’s intentional
that we provoke. We didn’t bring in victims so that you can empathize with us, we brought in strong
people who can talk about this.[162]

To mark the International Day Against Homophobia and Transphobia (IDAHOT) in May 2017, the
regional MantiQitna network coordinated a multi-country social media initiative called “Our Colours
Are the Crime” which addressed “persecution, violence in public spaces and on the streets just for
existing” in Algeria, Egypt, Libya, Mauritania, Morocco, Sudan, and Tunisia. Mohamed, one of the
coordinators, said the campaign received “314,000 engagements” on social media.[163] An activist
from the Libyan group Quzah described how his organization participated in the initiative despite
clear limitations, such as not being able to film any openly LGBT people:



We filmed videos in Tripoli on what people were doing, what life is like in Tripoli. I filmed the video
and Amani [a Libyan activist living in exile] was narrating, talking about the laws and discrimination
that goes on.[164]
Some social media initiatives aim to challenge viewers to question their own beliefs: in Lebanon, for
IDAHOT 2016, Helem produced a video that characterized anti-gay harassment as one of many
examples of police abuse of authority, and questioned viewers’ reluctance to stand up for LGBT
victims of such abuses of power. [165] Other initiatives aim to show support for LGBT communities:
Crepaway, a popular restaurant chain in Lebanon, created a stir by producing a video just before
Lebanon’s 2017 Pride Week that featured a same-sex couple. The video received over a million social
media views, with largely positive comments.[166]

Activists have used social media campaigning to draw attention to the crackdown on LGBT
Egyptians, with hashtags like #ColorsRNotShame;[167] to condemn forced anal testing in
Tunisia;[168] and to protest Jordan’s cancellation of concerts by the rock group Mashrou’ Leila.[169]

In countries where acts of homophobic and transphobic violence may receive little attention from
traditional media, social media has allowed the general public access to information on violence
against LGBT people. In March 2016, in the central Moroccan city of Beni Mellal, a group of young
men broke into the home of two men whom they suspected of homosexuality, beat them, and
dragged them naked into the streets.[170] One of the perpetrators filmed the attack and uploaded
the footage on YouTube. The first reaction of the authorities was to arrest the victims, and one was
quickly sentenced to four months in prison. But the verdict resulted in public outcry. Three days
later, when the second man was tried, the judge ordered that both men be released, and that the
men who attacked them be arrested instead.[171] Hajar El Moutaouakil, a Moroccan activist who
worked on the case, explained: “The case got a lot of media attention, and people saw the video,
which was really violent. Everyone was sympathetic, even people who say, ‘We don’t like
gays.’”[172]

Some people use social media to publicly come out as lesbian, gay, bisexual or transgender. Coming
out to the entire world entails significant risks: one Yemeni activist, buoyed by his experience
leading protests against the regime during the Arab Spring, came out publicly on his blog, and then
had to seek asylum due to death threats.[173] Coming out online has thus been an option more
commonly taken up by people already living outside their home country—but it opens conversations
and can offer significant rewards. Abdullah Al Busaidi, an Omani activist, has shared videos and
photos on social media platforms, sharing his life as a gay refugee in Germany. He explained:

I use my life as an example—I go to school, I have friends, I do stuff, I’m still a human. The way they
see you in Oman, you’re not human anymore, so it’s ok to be hit, verbally abused, even killed if you
are gay. So I’m trying to bring that aspect—yes, I’m gay, but first I’m human. Through living my life
publicly, I want to show that being gay is just a part of me, it’s not my whole identity.[174]

Abdullah hopes to reach not just the general public, but also LGBT people in Oman who are closeted
or isolated:

Since I was outed and live my life publicly, with the negative messages, I also get positive messages
from people saying, “We’re happy to see someone who lives their life publicly as a gay man.” Once in
a while I get messages from someone who lives in the closet in Oman. It’s very important because
they don’t have examples to look up to.[175]

Dalia Alfaghal, a lesbian activist living in the United States and co-founder of Solidarity with Egypt
LGBTQ+, told Human Rights Watch she had long been open about her sexuality on her personal
Facebook page, which she assumed was mostly read by her friends, although it was accessible to the



general public. When one of her posts unexpectedly went viral and was picked up by Egyptian
media, she said she received countless death threats and hate messages.[176] But, she told Human
Rights Watch,

After I became famous in that way, or was outed, I was capable of helping the LGBT community even
better. I got in touch with Buzzfeed and created a few videos, it broadened our connections, and now
a lot of people hear us, not just a community of activists who like each other’s posts. People got in
touch with me, Egyptians who live in Egypt and who had never been involved in activism. I was
amazed by the thousands of people reaching out to us, reaching out to me and telling them what
they’re going through.[177]

Dalia Abdel Hameed of EIPR in Egypt agreed that Alfaghal’s coming out had made a positive impact:

These conversations are necessary, as happened with sexuality and violence against women. When it
comes to gender and sexuality you have to have these kinds of dialogues so that people can have
their convictions challenged and their misperceptions corrected and see different ways of
thinking.[178]

Repressive governments try to control social media space and the internet, just as they attempt to
control mainstream media. In 2010, a blog called Community Queer was blocked to users within
Oman, although it was unblocked soon after.[179] And in Egypt, involvement on social media can be
risky: on October 6, 2017, police arrested a 22-year-old student in the town of Damanhour for
allegedly administering a pro-LGBT Facebook page, and a lawyer filed a criminal complaint against
the administrator of another Facebook page for “spreading debauchery.”[180] The risk of arrest led
several Egyptian LGBT organizations to remove their public Facebook pages after the Rainbow Flag
arrests began.

Underground Outreach

Social media outreach is one approach to getting messages to the broader public in contexts in
which activists cannot safely speak out publicly on LGBT rights, but other creative approaches exist
as well.

In Morocco, one group conducted a campaign which involved distributing letters to homes, “telling
them to respect and love LGBTI communities in Morocco.”[181] In Iraq, an organization took its
message directly to the public by clandestinely putting up posters in the streets of Baghdad at night
that read “I am equal to you. Difference is the basis of life." One of the activists behind the campaign
acknowledged:

We had to do this in secret so nobody can see us hanging the posters anywhere. We leave it in a
place and leave because it is very dangerous and nobody will protect us. We can be killed by
militias.[182]

Other organizations have put up graffiti in support of LGBT rights, including in Egypt, Tunisia, and
Lebanon. As Luiza Toscane notes in an important article tracing the history of LGBT activism in the
Middle East and North Africa, “These graffiti are not usually improvised individual initiatives, but
campaigns initiated by associations.” [183]

Direct Outreach to Potential Allies

Several organizations throughout the region are reaching out directly to opinion leaders and others
who come into contact with LGBT people and need to better understand issues affecting them.



Haneen Maikey, of alQaws in Palestine, said her organization devotes significant time and resources
to training, about 120 hours every year:

We have a training unit aimed at deconstructing how people think about these issues—therapists,
high school teachers, civil society activists, youth movements, political movements. It could be three
to ten meetings with the same group. We talk about sexual identity, awareness of sexual differences,
the history of sexuality, how it’s constructed in Palestine, how it’s linked to occupation and
colonialism, how we could think about LGBT stuff not from the “othering” lens, about family
structures. It’s very mind-blowing, and despite the fact that Palestinian society is very traditional,
people really want to talk about it. It’s not as simplistic as “I accept gay people,” it’s about thinking
about why we think the way we do. A simple example: People say, “How do gay people really love
each other?” We never really answer this. We ask, “How do you as ‘heterosexual person’ love
someone? How do you choose who you want to have sex with, or your emotions [toward someone]?”
We challenge these questions. [184]

Ayaz Shalal, a human rights activist working on LGBT rights and women’s rights in the Kurdistan
Region of Iraq, conducts workshops for community leaders including imams, local government
officials, school managers, doctors, and university professors. He said that the workshops involve
“starting from zero, explaining what’s L, G, B, that it’s not a disease, the history of LGBT in the
world, how it’s not connectable to ethics and how ethics are changeable values.”[185]

Shalal said that the fact that his organization had strong credentials working with vulnerable groups
other than LGBT people was an asset in building support among these community leaders:

It’s a plus that we work on issues other than LGBT. People trust us. We worked providing legal free
services to women, psychosocial support to women, economic empowerment. We helped Yazidi
women who were pregnant from ISIS, taking them to hospitals, helping them get health services. So
people saw that our organization wants good for the society. So when we go and ask them to work
with us on LGBT, when they attend the workshops, their views change.[186]

In Algeria, one activist has worked on sensitizing psychologists about LGBT identities, and has now
built up a corps of LGBT-friendly psychologists to whom he can refer people who are suffering from
depression:

It was difficult to identify gay-friendly psychologists, but we did it, and trained them. They were
saying [homosexuality is] a disease, even though the WHO [World Health Organization] says it’s not
a disease.[187]

Ensuring Access to HIV Prevention and Treatment

For activists throughout the world, the urgent need for governments to comprehensively address
HIV epidemics has often brought about the first formal collaboration between governments and
activists working with men who have sex with men (MSM). Elie Ballan, an activist with M-Coalition
in Beirut, told Human Rights Watch that in Lebanon, open discussion of LGBT rights first grew out
of discussions starting in the late 1990s about the HIV crisis and the need to target key populations
for prevention and treatment, including MSM (a term used by HIV service providers to include not
only men who identify as gay or bisexual, but also those who may not affirm such identities but
nevertheless engage in same-sex relations).

Although Lebanon has moved on to have much more open discussions around sexuality, Ballan said
that elsewhere in the region, conversations around HIV are still a way to open doors. For example,
he said:



In Algeria when you say MSM it’s acceptable, you can do MSM work, but when you say LGBT or gay,
everyone turns against you. Because MSM is an international word, used with the WHO and the UN
agencies, and it refers to a key population affected by the HIV epidemic.

Most countries in the region have a National HIV/AIDS Control Program or similar government
agency aimed at fighting HIV/AIDS. In some countries, these agencies work directly with
representatives of MSM communities to ensure that prevention, testing and treatment efforts reach
them. Still, more needs to be done, Ballan said: “[HIV] is actually on the rise in our region, because
our culture thinks sex is a taboo.”[188]

SIDC, a Beirut-based organization working with key populations including MSM, sex workers,
transgender people, and people who inject drugs, has initiated a series of regional trainings on
guidelines for HIV prevention and treatment among MSM, aimed at government health workers.
SIDC staff members told Human Rights Watch that they hope the trainings will open up discussion
around LGBT sexual health, including in Gulf countries, where such topics are rarely discussed
openly.[189]

Nazeeha Saeed, a journalist from Bahrain who has covered LGBT issues, said that she was unaware
of any HIV prevention initiatives in Bahrain at all, let alone any initiatives targeting MSM. She said
that because of general stigma against HIV-positive people, “People stopped going to public
hospitals to get tested. They go outside the country to get tested, and many just use informal support
circles to get medicine.”[190]

Yousif Al Ghawas, a gay man from Bahrain living in Lebanon, agreed that there is an urgent
necessity for activism around HIV and health, and that it might—even in a conservative society
resistant to almost all forms of activism—open doors to deeper discussions of sexuality:

We don’t have any NGO working on HIV prevention [in Bahrain]. If there’s any form of activism
that’s required, it would be sexual education. There’s no anonymous testing, there’s no sexual
education to begin with, straight or gay. The best way of bringing up a conversation on sexuality and
rights is to start with disease. Freedom of thought is not as compelling a driver of change as talking
about health. It might be shameful, but we have to talk about it. And the best people to do that are
women—that’s your foot in. “My husband may be unfaithful and I have to protect myself.” From
there, you can bring up the idea of being gay and being out, and that you have to talk about being
gay.[191]

Changing Abusive Practices, Policies and Laws

Activism to advance the rights of LGBT people does not necessarily follow any particular sequence,
and the priorities and strategies adopted may vary widely from country to country. But several
activists told Human Rights Watch that it is often only after groundwork has been done to
strengthen LGBT communities themselves, to establish security protocols in case of threats, to build
support from broader civil society and key allies, and to begin raising awareness of LGBT rights
among the general public, that movements can take the bold step of challenging discriminatory laws
and policies.

A major goal for many LGBT activists throughout the region is to decriminalize same-sex conduct,
and in Lebanon, Morocco, and Tunisia, activists have publicly advocated against the provisions of
their penal codes that criminalize such conduct. In Lebanon, judges have also begun to issue rulings
arguing that the law does not in fact criminalize same-sex conduct: four judges, between 2007 and
2017, have found that the law criminalizing “offenses against nature” does not apply to consensual
sex between adults of the same sex.[192] But in these and other countries, activists recognize that



few, if any, politicians or government officials are willing to publicly support decriminalization, so
changing legislation is a medium- to long-term goal.

In the interim, other steps can be taken to limit human rights abuses against LGBT people. Activists
in several countries are taking on abusive policies and practices. For instance, in Lebanon, until a
few years ago, police from the Internal Security Forces (ISF) frequently subjected persons arrested
on charges of same-sex conduct to torture and ill-treatment. But organizations working on the rights
of LGBT people in Lebanon, including Helem and Legal Agenda, found that by documenting abuses
and publicizing the accounts of victims, they were able to successfully “shame” the ISF, and reports
of abuses significantly declined.[193] On the other hand, Helem found that General Security, a
security service that deals with immigration, was less susceptible to public pressure, which has
made abuses against LGBT people by General Security more difficult to counter.

Forced Anal Exams

Forced anal examinations to seek “proof” of homosexual conduct, based on long-discredited 19th

century science, are a form of cruel, degrading, and inhuman treatment that can rise to the level of
torture.[194] Activists in Lebanon, Tunisia and Egypt have all focused on forced anal examinations
as an intolerable form of abuse.

In Lebanon, widespread mobilization against forced anal examinations began after police detained
three men in April 2012 for “looking feminine,” according to their lawyer.[195] The lawyer was in
the police station when the anal tests were conducted, and, outraged at the abusive practice, she
and other activists organized a conference in May 2012 to call attention to the existence of forced
anal exams. Then, in August 2012, police conducted a mass arrest of 36 men, who were subjected to
anal exams to seek evidence of homosexual conduct.[196] In response, Legal Agenda launched a
campaign labeling anal exams “Tests of Shame,” and calling for an end to the practice. Helem, an
LGBT rights organization working in partnership with Legal Agenda, organized sit-ins in front of the
Lebanese Order of Physicians and the Ministry of Justice. Tarek Zeidan, one of the activists involved
with the campaign, explained: “We called it ‘rape tests,’ because it was rape—you were violating
someone against their will.”[197] According to Genwa Samhat of Helem, “The media helped a lot.
We used terms like “Tests of Shame,” “Nation of Shame” – instead of the LGBT people being
described as perverts, we made the officers look like perverts.”[198]

In response, the head of the Lebanese Order of Physicians, Dr. Sharaf Abu Sharaf, issued a directive
on August 7, 2012, calling for an end to the procedure.[199] The directive states:

It is scientifically established that this procedure is not even qualified as an experimental procedure.
It does not provide the needed result and is considered a grave violation against the people who
undergo it, and it is done without their prior consent. It is a humiliating practice that violates their
dignity, and it is torture according to the definition of CAT [Convention against Torture].[200]

The directive further asked all doctors “not to do this kind of procedure, since whoever does it could
be held responsible according to the code of ethics.”[201]

After much public pressure on the Ministry of Justice to institutionalize a ban on anal examinations,
Justice Minister Shakib Qortbawi issued a communication addressed to the public prosecutor on
August 11, 2012, asking him to issue a directive ending the examinations completely.[202] The
public prosecutor reportedly forwarded the Minister’s communication to prosecutors throughout the
country, without actually issuing a directive ordering them to abide by it.[203] The office of the
prosecutor is independent from the Ministry of Justice, and human rights activists told Human
Rights Watch that only a definitive order from the public prosecutor could prevent prosecutors from



ordering the exams.[204] Between 2013 and 2015, forced anal exams continued to be used
occasionally, although less often than in the past.[205] Human Rights Watch has not received any
reports of the use of forced anal exams in Lebanon since 2015.[206]

In Tunisia, two high-profile cases involving the use of forced anal exams in Tunisia in late 2015, both
of them involving young university students who were subjected to the exams, captured the
attention of Tunisian LGBT activists and the broader human rights community. Activists took up the
mantle from their Lebanese colleagues, labeling the exams “tests of shame,” seeking to mobilize
popular opposition to their use, and lobbying Tunisia’s medical association, the National Council of
the Medical Order, to issue a circular prohibiting the exams. The medical association did so, in April
2017, although the circular limited itself to stating that doctors should not conduct the exams
“without consent,” when in fact the exams should be considered forensically worthless even if an
accused person consents to them.[207] Tunisian activists and international human rights
organizations also advocated against forced anal exams before the UN Committee Against Torture
and during Tunisia’s Universal Periodic Review at the UN Human Rights Council, discussed below,
leading to the Tunisian delegation accepting a recommendation to end the exams.[208] But work
remains to be done: Badr Baabou of Damj told Human Rights Watch that the Tunisian government,
in an apparent attempt to buy time, has asserted that it will take four years to establish
“mechanisms” to implement the recommendation—something that, in fact, could be done by the
stroke of a pen.[209]

In Egypt, the Forensic Medicine Authority, an arm of the Ministry of Justice, conducts such
examinations systematically on men and trans women accused of “debauchery.” There was an
apparent decrease in the use of anal exams identified by activists in early 2017, but new cases were
reported in the wake of the rainbow flag incident in September.[210] Activists told Human Rights
Watch that they plan to urge Egypt’s Medical Syndicate to prohibit doctors from conducting the
exams, and to raise concerns about forced anal exams with the UN Committee Against Torture, as
discussed further below.[211]

Making Use of the International System

The Universal Periodic Review and UN Treaty Bodies

LGBT activists in the Middle East and North Africa have recently begun to make use of international
advocacy opportunities, including during the Universal Periodic Review (UPR) process at the UN
Human Rights Council, where every country’s human rights record is evaluated by fellow member
states every four to five years. Some activists have made use of the UPR to elicit commitments from
their governments with regard to LGBTI rights. Although most governments in the region routinely
reject any recommendations related to sexual orientation and gender identity, there have been some
notable exceptions. Even when governments reject the specific recommendations put forward, they
may seek to assuage the human rights community through the use of language that opens doors,
intentionally or not.

In 2010, Iraq became the first predominantly Arab country to accept UPR recommendations related
to sexual orientation and gender identity, including recommendations to “address extrajudicial
killings of persons on the basis of their actual or presumed sexual orientation.”[212] In 2014 Iraq
accepted a recommendation to “avoid all forms of discrimination based on ethnicity, religion, gender
or sexual orientation.”[213]

Encouraged by these developments, IraQueer and its partner organizations submitted a shadow
report on Iraq in 2015 to the Human Rights Committee, which evaluates countries’ compliance with
the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights. The organizations made a series of



recommendations related to steps Iraq should take to address violence and discrimination related to
sexual orientation and gender identity. Ashour told Human Rights Watch:

The Iraqi government was surprised to see this report. They accepted the recommendations—at
least on paper. Now there needs to be an active statement from the Iraqi government saying that
killing, regardless of the reason, is illegal…. The point that we can’t negotiate is security. Of course,
we also want access to health—it’s also a part of security. But the killing is making it impossible for
us to do anything.[214]

In Algeria’s 2016 review, LGBT activists from Association Alouen and MantiQitna made a submission
calling for a series of reforms, including the passage of a comprehensive anti-discrimination law and
hate crimes legislation, the decriminalization of same-sex conduct, police training on sexual
orientation and gender identity, and the right to form LGBT associations.[215] In response, in May
2017, the Minister of Foreign Affairs Mr Ramtane Lamamra told the Human Rights Council:

A number of recommendations also have to do with practices which are not consistent with
universally recognized rights. Algeria does not specifically request a given individual what his sexual
practices or private practices are. We consider him as a full-fledged citizen and we do not try to
enter into the way these persons conduct their private lives.[216]

Zoheir Djazeiri, an Algerian activist, offered his interpretation of the Algerian government response:

The Algerian Minister of Foreign Affairs who responded to that question said we are “full citizens.”
Of course, it’s not really true, because the law criminalizes us. But that shows the reports have
impact. They allow us to have proof. For years we were sensitizing people about the law and their
rights, but not doing documentation—so when we talked about violence, people said “What
violence?” So we decided our primary focus would be to shed light on the violence.[217]

It was through the UPR that Tunisia formally accepted a recommendation to end forced anal exams,
in September 2017. In May 2016, the Committee Against Torture set the stage by condemning the
use of such exams in Tunisia.[218] In May 2017, a coalition of five Tunisian LGBT groups produced a
UPR submission, co-signed by 13 civil society organizations that work on issues other than LGBT
rights, calling for an end to forced anal examinations.[219] Human Rights Watch had documented
forced anal examinations in collaboration with Tunisian groups and made a submission echoing this
call.[220] In September, the government formally accepted a recommendation to end the exams, its
human rights minister commenting that Tunisia is "committed to protecting the sexual minority from
any form of stigmatisation, discrimination and violence.”[221]

Inspired by the Tunisian example, the Egyptian Initiative for Personal Rights plans to engage with
the UN Committee Against Torture (CAT). CAT already condemned the use of forced anal exams in
Egypt, in 2002, the first time such exams were highlighted by an international treaty body as a grave
human rights abuse.[222] EIPR has little hope that a new CAT condemnation of forced anal exams
will change the Egyptian government’s virulently anti-LGBT track record overnight, but hopes that it
will contribute to building a norm among medical practitioners and the general public that forced
anal exams are unacceptable, a norm that will eventually filter up to the state.[223]

The African Commission on Human and Peoples’ Rights

The Arab Foundation for Freedoms and Equality (AFE) and LGBT organizations in North Africa have
only recently begun to engage with the African Commission on Human and Peoples’ Rights, an organ
of the African Union, based in Banjul, the Gambia, that is charged with promoting and protecting
human rights on the African continent. Like the UN Human Rights Council, the ACHPR evaluates



member states’ human rights records, conducts investigations, and issues general comments,
resolutions and guidelines. In 2014 the ACHPR adopted resolution 275 on protection against
violence and other human rights violations against persons on the basis of their real or imputed
sexual orientation or gender identity. It has also highlighted states’ obligations to refrain from
torture on the grounds of sexual orientation or gender identity and to ensure freedom of assembly
and protection of human rights defenders working on issues related to SOGI.[224] In 2017, a North
African activist working with AFE attended a session of the African Commission for the first time and
met with commissioners to raise concern about violations against LGBT people in North African
countries, including Egypt and Tunisia. AFE intends to continue engaging with the African
Commission on the rights of LGBT people throughout the region.[225]

Neela Ghoshal, Human Rights Watch
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 Glossary

Bisexual
A sexual orientation in which a person is sexually or romantically attracted to both women and men.

Cisgender
The gender identity of people whose sex assigned at birth conforms to their identified or lived
gender.

https://www.hrw.org/no-longer-alone
http://www.europe-solidaire.org/spip.php?page=spipdf&spipdf=spipdf_article&id_article=44620&nom_fichier=ESSF_article-44620#outil_sommaire


Gay
Synonym in many parts of the world for homosexual; often used to refer to the sexual orientation of
a male whose primary sexual and romantic attraction is towards other males.

Gender
Social and cultural codes used to distinguish what a society considers “feminine” and “masculine”
conduct and/or characteristics.

Gender identity
A person’s internal, deeply felt sense of being female or male, neither, or both. A person’s gender
identity does not necessarily correspond to their sex assigned at birth.

Gender non-conforming

A descriptor for people who do not conform to stereotypical appearances, behaviors, or traits
associated with their sex assigned at birth.

Heterosexual
Sexual orientation of a person whose primary sexual and romantic attractions are toward people of a
different sex.

Homophobia
Fear of, contempt of, or discrimination against homosexuals or homosexuality, usually based on
negative stereotypes of homosexuality.

Homosexual
Sexual orientation of a person whose primary sexual and romantic attractions are toward people of
the same sex.

Intersex
An umbrella term that refers to a range of traits and conditions that cause individuals to be born
with chromosomes, gonads, and/or genitals that vary from what is considered typical for female or
male bodies. “Intersex” originated as a medical term and has been reclaimed by some as a personal
and political identity. Intersex is not the same as transgender, which describes individuals whose
gender differs from the sex they were assigned at birth.

LGBT
Acronym for lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender. This report also at times makes reference to
the terms LGBTI, LGBTQ, and LGBTIQ, acronyms that are inclusive of intersex people and/or people
who identify as queer along with lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender people.

Lesbian
A sexual orientation in which a female is primarily sexually or romantically attracted to other
females.

Nonbinary
The gender identity of people who identify as neither female nor male.

Queer
A critique of identity-based, bounded categories of sexual or gender identities; also used as an
umbrella term covering multiple identities.

Sexual orientation



A person’s sense of attraction to, or sexual desire for, individuals of the same sex, another sex, both,
or neither.

Transgender
The gender identity of people whose sex assigned at birth does not conform to their identified or
lived gender. A transgender person usually adopts, or would prefer to adopt, a gender expression in
consonance with their gender identity but may or may not desire to permanently alter their physical
characteristics to conform to their gender identity.

Transphobia
Fear of, contempt of, or discrimination against transgender people, usually based on negative
stereotypes of transgender identity.

P.S.

* HRW, April 16, 2018:
https://www.hrw.org/report/2018/04/16/audacity-adversity/lgbt-activism-middle-east-and-north-africa

* Corrections
This version of the report was last updated on May 1, 2018.

* ‘No Longer Alone’: LGBT Voices from the Middle East, North Africa
Videos, Report Highlight Issues of Identity, Activism
To be seen on the original article.

https://www.hrw.org/report/2018/04/16/audacity-adversity/lgbt-activism-middle-east-and-north-africa

